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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

As regulations across the world strengthen and consumer demand changes, luxury automakers have the difficult
task of building SUVs with little emissions while maintaining exclusivity.

Outside of the United States, emissions regulations are becoming increasingly stricter as the world looks for an
answer to the global climate crisis. These new parameters are forcing luxury automakers to get creative with their
designs to keep the power and exclusivity that they are known for, at the same time as the SUV becomes ubiquitous,
according to panelists on Luxury Daily's automotive webinar on June 12.

"What is coming out of the tailpipe is being heavily regulated," said David Undercoffler, editor in chief of Autolist.
"Before this, luxury cars were as powerful as they wanted to be and what was coming out of the tailpipe was not
relevant or anything that anyone was concerned about.

"But no, these regulations are something everyone needs to be paying attention to," he said. "It is  forcing the luxury
players to really be creative."

Changing demands and regulations
While many automakers in the luxury and supercar space have maintained that they will never design an SUV,
consumers are demanding this type of model.

During the panel, Tyson Jominy, vice president of data and analytics consulting at J.D. Power, explained that the
efficiency and utility of SUVs are so much greater than their sedan counterparts that it is  no wonder why consumers
are flocking to them.

But as urbanization in the United States grows, automakers are looking to create unique designs that will help SUVs
fit the city lifestyle, said Cliff Adams, group-planning director at Team One, Lexus' agency of record.
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So much of a luxury marque's status lies within exclusivity and remaining differentiated from the masses, which
makes the growth of SUVs an interesting challenge for high-end automakers.

Mr. Jominy explained that there is potential in body style and design. Losing some utility to focus more on luxury
design will help these automakers cater to a more exclusive group.

Average consumers who need an excessive amount of space will not be the customers for this particular segment of
vehicles.

In addition to the rise of SUVs, automakers are also facing more regulation on emissions. Regions such as China
and Europe are holding automakers to high standards on what comes out of the exhaust pipe.

However, in the U.S. under the Trump administration, regulations are being pulled back, causing a rift in global
demand. Automakers are now actually pleading with the White House to maintain previous regulations to keep
standards continuous, said Mr. Adams.

There has also been a shift in who is commanding the auto market.

Mr. Undercoffler explained that in the past, the U.S. would be the most prominent driver of how auto brands
operated, but now that power is shifting to China.

This will likely mean automakers will continue to focus on sustainability.

To introduce a more sustainable operation into SUV design, automakers are looking into factors such as
electrification, aluminum builds and other lighter materials.

Electrification does not necessarily mean full battery powered vehicles but refers to a variety of electric-powered
processes in terms of driving.

For luxury and supercar makers, electrification is allowing them to experiment with unique high-powered drive
trains that offer unparalleled performance.

Jaguar's  I-Pace. Image credit: Jaguar

However, the battery-powered engines still lack the famous roaring sound of the motor that many supercar fans have
come to love. This could lead to a future where extremely pricey limited-edition models that are not street legal will
feature gas-powered drive trains.
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Even Ferrari, which is famously known for its V12 engines, has introduced new engine formats that will combine a
twin turbo V8 engine with battery-powered sources to replace the harmful fumes from the V12 build.

Automakers are so committed to a healthy future and innovation in EVs that many are partnering together.

BMW Group and Jaguar Land Rover have even joined forces in an effort to tackle important issues such as
electrification to create a more sustainable environment.

The two luxury automakers have signed an agreement centered on the development of electric drive units to support
a transition to a future focused on the Automated, Connected, Electric and Shared Vehicles movement. With both
automakers seeing significant advancement in the EV market, the two are partnering in an effort to streamline
further innovation in this area for a better future for the Earth (see story).

Autonomy and the shared economy
Another subject that continues to pop up in the auto industry is the notion of autonomy.

But the panelists agreed that full autonomy will not be commonplace until about a decade from now. Until then,
extremely high-priced versions of autonomy could become somewhat available, but on a very exclusive basis.

The idea of ownership has also evolved. Consumers are becoming less interested in owning their own vehicles and
are looking into temporary rentals or ride sharing.

German automaker Porsche's U.S. importer tapped into the sharing economy with the launch of a subscription
model of ownership for its vehicles.

Porsche Passport, available in select areas, allows enrolled consumers to rent up to 22 different models through a
mobile application, allowing them to cater their car choice to their needs. As traditional car ownership becomes less
of the norm, automakers are adapting their purchasing models to reflect consumer behavior (see story).

Mr. Undercoffler cited Porsche's subscription model as one of the standout services, as it allows members to switch
between different vehicles types. This means they can opt for a more practical car during the week or for a family
trip and switch to a more power-driven sedan on the weekends.

While currently luxury automakers are the most common to have introduced a subscription model in limited areas,
in the future J.D. Power's Mr. Jominy explained that private ownership will likely be the ultimate luxury.

"One other threat [to automakers] is the whole idea of ownership," Mr. Jominy said. "Some think that the ownership
model is soon to be dead, but I don't see that in luxury.

"In terms of luxury, to be able to own your own vehicle to get where you want, when you want is the ultimate luxury,"
he said.

Click here to view a recording of the webinar
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